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ANGLAIS 

Session du 2 mai 2012 

Durée 40 minutes 

Aucun document n’est autorisé  

Règlement 

Lisez attentivement le questionnaire et en l’utilisant comme brouillon, 
marquez les réponses justes. Reportez les réponses justes sur la fiche 
de réponses. Ne vous arrêtez pas sur les questions auxquelles vous ne 
savez pas répondre rapidement.  

Rendez obligatoirement le questionnaire et la fiche de réponses. 

Comment remplir la fiche de réponses : 

Remplissez en majuscules d'imprimerie (A, B, C) à l’intérieur des cases 
des champs vos Nom, Prénom, Date de naissance, N°, sur la fiche de 
réponses selon les données de votre convocation, puis répondez aux 
questions en portant une croix au stylo feutre noir à l'intérieur des cases 
correspondant aux réponses justes. Exemple : si D est la réponse juste 
de la question 4 : 

 Q4     A �      B �     C �       D � 
En dehors de ces indications et coches la fiche de réponses ne doit 
comporter aucune annotation, tâche, graffiti.  
Pour corriger une case cochée par erreur il suffit de couvrir la case et son 
remplissage par une couche complète de correcteur blanc. Exemple : 
 

Q42   � � � � �   comme ceci     Q42  � � � � �    
 

Vous pouvez cocher une autre case :          Q42  � � � � �   
 

Vous pouvez re-cocher la case effacée ainsi : Q42� � � � � 
 

Il ne faut pas essayer de reconstituer la case :  

Notation, barème : 

Chaque question comporte quatre propositions de réponses, une seule 
réponse est juste, une seule case doit donc être cochée par question.  
 

Une réponse juste rapporte :      4 points 
Une réponse fausse quelle qu’en soit la composition* coûte : -1 point 
(* sauf toutes les cases cochées, voir ci-dessous) 
Une absence de réponse donne :     0 point 
Toutes les cases cochées à la question donnent :   0 point 
(C’est une possibilité d’annuler une réponse à une question) 

 

La correction est réalisée par lecture scanner vous garantissant l’anonymat de correction. 

 
 
 

I. Grammaire : Complétez les phrases suivantes avec une 
des quatre réponses proposées. 
 
 

Q 1. This winter has, without doubt, been much milder … 
last winter. 

A. thus 
B. than 
C. that 
D. then 

 

Q 2. I really don’t have time to discuss this now:  we can 
make a decision tomorrow, … ? 

A. can’t we 
B. can we 
C. we can 
D. we can’t 

 

Q 3. The more you listen to English … it’ll be to identify 
individual words. 

A. least difficult 
B. less difficult 
C. the least difficult 
D. the less difficult 

 

Q 4. It’s been said that the new railway line will run … the 
river. 

A. aboard 
B. amidst 
C. along 
D. after 

 

Q 5. I almost forgot; I … return my library books at the end of 
the month. 

A. ought 
B. need  
C. must to 
D. have to 

 

Q 6. I love June because I find it’s the … month for going to 
the beach. 

A. better 
B. best 
C. good 
D. most good  

 

Q 7. Jeremy has worked for Sony … before the heyday of 
the Walkman! 

A. since 
B. for 
C. during 
D. from 

 

Q 8. Anne is always showing ... her fancy, new mobile 
phone to everyone she meets. 

A. to 
B. up 
C. off 
D. about 

  

Q 9. When we checked in, the attendant at the check-in 
desk promised that she … us a window seat. 

A. would reserve 
B. will reserve 
C. has reserved 
D. is reserving 

 

Q 10. Hopefully, the move will go smoothly, considering we 
only have … . 

A. a few furniture 
B. a little furniture 
C. few furnitures 
D. little furnitures 
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II. Compréhension de texte : Après avoir lu le texte ci-
dessous, sélectionnez la bonne réponse pour chacune des 
questions portant sur ce passage. 
 

The word “new”, often an exciting concept in other areas of 

advertising, causes only apprehension when applied to food. 

A “new” food? Science can open up a world of novel 

proteins, new animal-husbandry methods and materials, new 

crops and new meat and fish to eat. But the food trade can say 

no, and that is that. They know the extent to which the public 

attitude to food is guided by social and religious taboos, 

childhood conditioning, simple prejudice and preference.  

We spend the best part of £40 million a year researching into 

farming, fishing and growing and the range of discoveries is 

extensive and fascinating.  We grow apples like raspberries 

and harvest them with machines after two years: we are 

learning to trick cows into having twins and sheep into 

lambing twice a year by fiddling with their summertime.   

The Ministry of Agriculture Food and Fisheries has been 

alarmed by the overfishing of international waters – we can 

expect a 20% drop in catches soon.  So they have been 

seeking to discover possible new species of fish. In order to 

fall within unilateral fishing limit claims, they focused on the 

deep Atlantic shelf hugging the West coast of Ireland, and 

came up with a curious looking deepwater fish, the grenadier. 

What happened? The MAFF told various big fish-finger 

producers of their discovery of a fish that lent itself to the 

same treatment as cod (currently used for fish-fingers).  

Graham Kemp, head of the company Birds Eye, was thinking 

of incorporating a new range of fish in fish-fingers.  Privately, 

he said: “We’d put ground-up cod’s head in our products if 

we thought the housewife would accept it.” 

John Waterman, speaking on behalf of a governmental 

research agency, announced the ‘exciting’ news at a Press-

conference.  Happening to be one of the world’s most 

knowledgeable people on the subject of fish names, he 

judiciously chose one of the fish’s more pleasant names.  

Asked by the Press at the conference if the grenadier was not 

better known as rats-tail, John Waterman replied ruefully that 

it was, but they wished it to be known as the grenadier. 

Newspaper headlines and TV asked, “COULD YOU EAT 

RATS-TAIL?” It was a big joke, but Waterman was not 

laughing:  thousands of pounds spent on the sea search was 

down the drain.  Birds Eye, noting the public reaction, said it 

had no intention of using rats-tail in its fish-fingers.  What a 

thought.  In a sudden panic it switched from labelling its fish-

fingers ‘white fish’ to pure ‘cod’. 
 

Q 11. The text says the idea of ‘new’ forms of food creates: 

A. excitement 
B. anxiety 
C. confusion 
D. craving 

 

Q 12. The text tells us cows and sheep are tricked by: 

A. luring them into a false sense of security 
B. making them raise cloned animals 
C. manipulating their perception of seasons 
D. secretly using state of the art equipment 

Q 13. The expression “that is that”, as used in context (first 
paragraph), means: 

A. a thing’s true nature is revealed 
B. one has to give something to get something 
C. the key concern is not what was supposed 
D. all discussion of the matter is closed  

 

Q 14. The MAFF’s search for a new fish species was 
triggered by: 

A. a coming decline in the volume of fish caught 
B. an alarming drop of international waters 
C. a reduction of 20% in fish consumption 
D. an imposed limit of 80% of current quotas 

 

Q 15. The MAFF chose the Atlantic shelf near Ireland for its 
research, because: 

A. Ireland has many big fishing companies 
B. it’s within unilateral fishing limits 
C. its temperature is suitable for fishing 

D. its deep waters were unexplored 
 

Q 16. Which of the following is not cited in the text as 
affecting attitudes about food? 

A. religious prohibitions 
B. likes and dislikes 
C. social stigmas 
D. stories about children 

 

Q 17. What discovery was reported by the MAFF to big 
producers of fish-fingers? 

A. a newly found alternative to cod 
B. more efficient methods of using cod 
C. a novel fish-treatment process 
D. a new addition to the cod family 

 

Q 18. Graham Kemp’s private remark suggests that, if it 
were possible, producers would: 

A. incorporate a new range of fish 
B. use smaller pieces of fish  
C. use currently shunned fish parts  
D. give housewives more choice 

 

Q 19. For John Waterman, media coverage of the newly 
discovered fish meant: 

A. large increases in the price of staple types of fish 
B. the end of profitable large-scale cod fishing  
C. the money spent seeking a new fish went to waste 
D. journalists misunderstood the grenadier’s name 

 

Q 20. Birds Eye changed the label on its fish-fingers in order 
to: 

A. highlight their innovative use of less rare fish 
B. make it easier for consumers to identify grenadiers 
C. emphasize their products competitive advantage  
D. prevent ambiguity between cod and rats-tail 
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III. Vocabulaire : Sélectionnez la proposition dont le sens 
est le plus proche du terme souligné. 
 
 

Q 21. My son has decided to lengthen his studies by a year. 

A. shorten 
B. enhance 
C. prolong 
D. interrupt 

 

Q 22. Inspectors forced the company to refurbish some 
buildings to ensure employee safety. 

A. protection 
B. accessibility 
C. observance 
D. entitlement 

 

Q 23. Completely disoriented after the accident, Charles 
hesitated when answering the policeman’s questions. 

A. upset 
B. frustrated 
C. disorderly 
D. confused 

 

Q 24. Caroline’s husband’s infidelity became the main topic 
of the evening. 

A. event 
B. subject 
C. disturbance 
D. debate 

 

Q 25. The public is not ready for this provocative new idea. 

A. ominous 
B. elaborate 
C. secretive 
D. challenging 

 

Q 26. His involvement in this affair has been blatantly 
obvious from the beginning.  

A. clearly 
B. surprisingly 
C. worryingly  
D. increasingly 

 

Q 27. I was ecstatic when the boutique agreed to give me a 
full refund. 

A. credit 
B. reimbursement 
C. account 
D. provision 

 

Q 28. She urged him to apply for the new director’s post. 

A. wished 
B. referred 
C. pressed 
D. repeated 

Q 29. Jane has always exuded more confidence than her 
older sister. 

A. demanded 
B. radiated 
C. applied 
D. represented 

 

Q 30. His callous disregard for others has culminated in his 
unpopularity. 

A. aggressive 
B. judgemental  
C. indifferent 
D. depressing  

 
 
 
IV. Conjugaison : Sélectionnez la réponse correcte. 
 
 

Q 31. I … my final exams in Marseille in 2010. 

A. sat 
B. set 
C. sit 
D. sot 

 

Q 32. Research indicates that retired people … shopping as 
more of a leisure activity. 

A. is viewing 
B. views 
C. are viewing 
D. view 

 

Q 33. A specially selected team is going … the new branch. 

A. visit 
B. to visit 
C. visiting 
D. have visited 

 

Q 34. I had been imagining the worst, up until the moment 
when Julia … what had actually happened. 

A. had explained 
B. explains 
C. explained 
D. has explained 

 

Q 35. The employees … by the change in management. 

A. were surprising 
B. are surprising 
C. were surprised 
D. have surprised 
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Q 36. I will only call tonight if Tess … before 10 pm. 

A. is arriving 
B. arrives 
C. will arrive 
D. has arrive 

 

Q 37. The President has … to defend the US constitution in 
all circumstances. 

A. swear 
B. swore 
C. swung  
D. sworn 

 

Q 38. With spring around the corner, I’m really looking 
forward … to the beach. 

A. to cycling 
B. cycling 
C. to cycle 
D. cycle 

 

Q 39. Hans … entitled to vote in the main elections if he had 
been born in France. 

A. will be 
B. will have been 
C. was being 
D. would have been 

 

Q 40. Next August, Marlene and her family … in Sweden for 
15 years! 

A. will have been living 
B. are living 
C. are to have lived 
D. will live 

 

 
 
 
 


